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The nuclear transcription factor κB (NF-κB) controls a large number of target genes that play 
important roles in cell survival, inflammation and immune system, and the dysregulation of NF-κB is 
associated with many pathological conditions such as autoimmunity, cancers and diabetes. In resting 
cells, NF-κB is maintained inactive in the cytoplasm by binding to inhibitory proteins known as 
IκBα. Thus NF-κB control depends on the characteristics of IκBα, which has the folding dynamics 
that plays important roles in its functionality. Upon the pro-inflammatory stimuli provoked by such as 
TNFα or Toll-like receptor ligands, IκBα degrades via ubiquitin-proteasome system and leads to the 
activation of NF-κB, which then translocates to the nucleus and binds to its cognate gene. Thus 
considering potential role of IκBα, monitoring of its degradation in living cells could facilitate the 
understanding of dynamics of this process, as well as provide a platform for screening and evaluation 
of medicines targeting NF-κB signaling pathway such as proteasome inhibitors. In this study, novel 
genetically encoded fusion proteins composed of full-length or fragments of human IκBα (hIκBα) 
and fluorescent protein monomeric Kusabira-Orange 2 (mKO2) were developed to examine the 
involvement of different domains of IκBα in ubiquitin-proteasome degradation. Fluorescence 
imaging was applied to elucidate the real-time kinetics of degradation process in living cells. 
Furthermore, I computationally modeled these fusion proteins and performed molecular dynamic 
simulations in order to investigate their stability and the flexibility of the ankyrin (ANK) repeat 
domains in them. The refined models of fusion proteins were also used for protein-protein docking 
studies in order to study the structure-activity relationship.  
 
Chapter I   Design and construction of fusion proteins composed of fluorescent mKO2 and 
IκBα variants 
Novel biosensors to monitor the behavior and dynamics of IκBα protein were developed. The 
strategy involves the construction of six novel expression vectors, in which the mKO2 gene was fused 
to full-length or fragments of hIκBα. Three domains of hIκBα, i.e., N-terminal phosphorylation and 
ubiquitination domain, ANK repeats 1 and 2, and C-terminal PEST domain, were fused to mKO2 
with amino acid linker (GlyGlyGlyGlySer)3 (GS linker) in different combinations to construct 
mKO2::hIκBα, mKO2::hIκBα277∆PEST, mKO2::hIκBα74∆ANK1-6PEST, mKO2::hIκBα74-
PEST∆ANK1-6, mKO2::hIκBα140∆ANK3-6PEST and mKO2::hIκBα140-PEST∆ANK3-6. Results 
of western blot and sequencing PCR confirmed the expression of these six vectors. All constructed 
vectors were confirmed to be effectively expressed in vitro in transfected HeLa cells as demonstrated 
 by the appearance of the fluorescence signal of mKO2. The constructed fusion proteins were 
suggested to serve as the potential tools for analysis of IκBα protein dynamics.  
 
Chapter II   Real-time imaging and analysis of degradation kinetics of IκBα using mKO2 
fusion proteins in living cells  
Real-time confocal microscopy and western blot analysis showed that, like endogenous IκBα, 
fusion-proteins expressed in HeLa cells degraded after TNFα stimulation. Decrease of fluorescence 
intensity was observed at approximately 7 minutes post-stimulation with TNFα. In this in vitro setting, 
degradation dynamics of recombinant probes were comparable to those observed with endogenous 
IκBα. No decrease in fluorescence was observed in the cells transfected with mKO2 alone, 
suggesting that degradation was induced by the fusion with hIκBα. Fusion proteins lacking the PEST 
sequence exhibited no stimuli-induced degradation, as monitored by time-laps fluorescence imaging. 
From confocal microscopy data obtained for fusion proteins with mutations at PEST site, it is 
concluded that PEST sequence is essential in signal-induced degradation of IκBα. Proteasome 
inhibitors such as lactacystin and MG132 blocked the decay of fluorescence in all PEST-containing 
probes, suggesting that degradation of mKO2-hIκBα fusion proteins in stimulated cells occurs via 
proteasomal system. The mKO2::hIκBα74-PEST∆ANK1-6 and mKO2::hIκBα140-PEST∆ANK3-6 
proteins produced from the constructs were degraded with half-lives slightly shorter than fusion 
constructs with full-length IκBα, which in turn were similar to the half-life of native IκBα. 
 
Chapter III   Structure-activity relationship of fusion proteins: an in silico analysis 
The three-dimensional structures of mKO2, mKO2::hIκBα, mKO2::hIκBα74-PEST∆ANK1-6 
and mKO2::hIκBα140-PEST∆ANK3-6 were modeled using pairwise comparative (homology) 
modeling approach. Subsequently, molecular dynamic simulations of these proteins in the presence 
of explicit water were performed along with known crystal structure of hIκBα. The confidence of 
models (C-score) is quantified based on the significance of threading template alignments and the 
convergence parameters of the structure assembly simulations. Models of mKO2 (C-score=1.67, 
RMSD=2.3±1.8Å), mKO2::hIκBα (C-score=-0.95, RMSD=9.8±4.6Å), mKO2::hIκBα74-
PEST∆ANK1-6 (C-score=-0.06, RMSD=6.7±4.0Å) and mKO2::hIκBα140-PEST∆ANK3-6 (C-
score=-1.03, RMSD=9.3±4.6Å) were of correct global topology. ANK repeats of the designed 
models were described as two anti-parallel α-helices, followed by a loop at nearly right angle 
stabilized by the hydrophobic interactions within the repeats. In all constructs, GS-linker allowed the 
fusion to keep distance from functional domains and N-terminal region to be accessible for both 
phosphorylation and ubiquitination. Furthermore, the refined models by molecular dynamics were 
used for multiple protein-protein docking studies for the identification of their complexes with 
p50/p65 NF-κB subunits in order to study the effect of fusion construct to the stability of the 
complex. Fusion proteins did not create a single continuous buried surface contact with NF-κB but 
rather interacted through several independent smaller patches. 
 
 In conclusion, novel fusion proteins composed of fluorescent protein mKO2 and full-length or 
fragments of hIκBα were developed to evaluate dynamics of stimulus-triggered degradation of IκBα 
in living cells and involvement of ANK repeats and C-terminal PEST domain in degradation. 
Molecular-modeling approach was used to obtain a structural model and reveal the potential sites of 
interaction between mKO2-IκBα fusion proteins and NF-κB. Kinetics of degradation of these fusion 
proteins obtained by real-time monitoring in the presence or absence of proteasome inhibitors upon 
the pro-inflammatory stimuli provided a reliable platform for the screening and evaluation of new 
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